The KiDS Professional Learning Team assists with onboarding users in navigating the KiDS platform, highlighting features, and defining metrics. In addition, we provide additional targeted Professional Learning aligned to specific job types, site monitoring teams, or grade level needs.

KiDS compiles, cleans and completes student data into one system that delivers intuitive insights and creates a collaborative path to positive student growth and outcomes.
The KiDS Professional Learning team is committed to working with onboarding districts to build capacity around the KiDS platform. Our goal is that the platform would ease the heavy lift of data monitoring and collection necessary for educators to support positive outcomes for students. Training is vital to onboarding and implementation. The Professional Learning team is eager to begin planning and scheduling training for all our partner districts.

The KiDS team recognizes that each district and school is unique in the type of training required for implementation. The professional learning team helps identify positions or groups within your organization that would benefit from training in KiDS.

We provide side-by-side continuous support to ensure that key individuals possess the skills and knowledge necessary for full implementation.

Take a deeper data dive with extended support available for LCAP teams, SPSA and Professional Learning Communities.

We value the partnership that we have with all our participating districts. Please contact the KiDS team to schedule your training pathway.

Jennifer Anzalone
KiDS Professional Learning Coordinator
2000 K Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
Phone: 661-636-4174
Email: jeanzalone@kern.org

Getting Started with Essentials – This module is an introduction to the KiDS platform. Locate and learn about the various dashboards and tools. Suggested Users: Administrators, Academic Coaches, TOSAs, Support Staff Positions and Professional Development Trainers.

Classroom – This dashboard is designed for teachers to monitor in real-time how students are doing in their classrooms. The Classroom dashboard looks at the whole child approach by highlighting academics, assessments, attendance, and behavior. This dashboard is a great resource for quickly learning about newly enrolled students and a valuable tool for parent-teacher conferences. The MTSS process can be more efficiently initiated and monitored. Suggested Users: Teachers, TOSAs and Academic Coaches

EWIS-Early Warning Intervention System – Identify at-risk students more quickly allowing educators to determine needed supports and interventions. Early Warning monitors important indicators such as attendance, grades, and behavior and lets stakeholders know exactly where a student most needs support. Districts can also gather and monitor intervention data. Suggested Users: Administrators, Intervention Specialists, Academic Coach, School Psychologist, MTSS teams.

Student Success – A dashboard for high schools only. Learn how to access graduation trends data and determine whether a student is on or off track for graduation. Suggested Users: School Counselors and Administrators.

Human Capital and Operations – Depending on permissions granted by district leadership, this module provides data that inform staffing and finance decision making. Suggested Users: Determined by Superintendent.